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Get the Kindle Version for FREE when you purchase the paperback!Land the Job of Your
Dreams!Most working professionals will have already heard of the LinkedIn social network. What
most people are unaware of however, is the power of the platform itself. If used correctly, you can
be working for your dream company in no time at all.Fortune 500 companies recruit directly from
LinkedIn, as do recruiters and hiring managers. This is testament to the power of the platform
and the reason why you NEED this book.Many people underestimate the power of LinkedIn, but
with these strategies you will get the recognition you deserve and land the job of your dreams!In
this book you will learn:
Keyword OptimizationHow To Use Your “Connections” to Find a JobAttracting The Attention of
Directors/CEO’s and RecruitersMaking New ConnectionsThe LinkedIn Job BoardUsing Your
Alumni To Your Advantageand much more!EXCLUSIVE offer: If you purchase the paperback
version, you can get the Kindle version at a discounted rate!For less than a cup of coffee, invest
in your future todayTags: Career, CV, Resume, Cover Letter

About the AuthorStephanie Lowell is an Associate in the Boston office of McKinsey & Company.
She is a 1999 graduate of Harvard Business School (MBA) and Harvard's Kennedy School of
Government (MPA).
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LinkedIn: 30 Highly Effective Strategies for Attracting Recruiters and Employers to your LinkedIn
ProfileLand the Job of Your Dreams!A.J. Robbins© Copyright 2015 by Leopard Publishing - All
rights reserved.This document is geared towards providing exact and reliable information in
regards to the topic and issue covered. The publication is sold with the idea that the publisher is
not required to render accounting, officially permitted, or otherwise, qualified services. If advice
is necessary, legal or professional, a practiced individual in the profession should be
ordered.From a Declaration of Principles which was accepted and approved equally by a
Committee of the American Bar Association and a Committee of Publishers and Associations.In
no way is it legal to reproduce, duplicate, or transmit any part of this document in either
electronic means or in printed format. Recording of this publication is strictly prohibited and any
storage of this document is not allowed unless with written permission from the publisher. All
rights reserved.The information provided herein is stated to be truthful and consistent, in that
any liability, in terms of inattention or otherwise, by any usage or abuse of any policies,
processes, or directions contained within is the solitary and utter responsibility of the recipient
reader. Under no circumstances will any legal responsibility or blame be held against the
publisher for any reparation, damages, or monetary loss due to the information herein, either
directly or indirectly.Respective authors own all copyrights not held by the publisher.The
information herein is offered for informational purposes solely, and is universal as so. The
presentation of the information is without contract or any type of guarantee assurance.The
trademarks that are used are without any consent, and the publication of the trademark is
without permission or backing by the trademark owner. All trademarks and brands within this
book are for clarifying purposes only and are the owned by the owners themselves, not affiliated
with this document.Author’s NoteThank you for purchasing my guide, LinkedIn: 30 Highly
Effective Strategies for Attracting Recruiters and Employers to your LinkedIn Profile. Before
discussing the strategies, I would first like to discuss a little about LinkedIn. LinkedIn is the
world’s largest professional network consisting of over 300 million people worldwide. It is a social
network that allows professionals from all over the world to form a “connection”. Connections
should only be formed if the person with which you are requesting to connect with is known. The
larger the connection list that you build up, the better for you and your future job
opportunities.Recruiters and Employers both say that LinkedIn is their number one resources for
recruiting and hiring new employees. This is why it is imperative you follow this instruction
manual on searching for keywords, creating a complete LinkedIn Profile, and managing current
information updates to your LinkedIn Profile.This book offers information on adjusting your
LinkedIn URL, linking your Social Media and LinkedIn Profile, and creating a Headline that grabs
the attention of search engines and potential employers. There is also information on contacting
old classmates and school chums, connecting with professional groups, and even using
volunteer activities to your advantage on the LinkedIn Profile.There are also various sections on



the do's and don’ts of social media and LinkedIn. There are some common mistakes people
make that virtually eliminate them from a potential career in a promising field, all by foolishness.
This guide will help you pinpoint those career bombs.You need this book to utilize every tool
available to you through your LinkedIn Profile. Using the methods and information included in
this book will change the way you are listed on search engines and employee recruitment files,
allowing you to be considered for the job of your dreams!I would advise taking massive action
after reading each of the strategies, this will give you a greater chance of success in optimizing
your LinkedIn profile.Table of ContentsProfile HacksChapter 1: Keywords are the Foundation for
LinkedIn VisibilityChapter 2: Be a Visible Presence on LinkedInChapter 3: Your Profile Summary
is Your Job ApplicationChapter 4: Completely Fill In All Details of Your Employment
HistoryChapter 5: Completely Fill Out the Entire ProfileChapter 6: Show Evidence of Your Skills
by Linking SamplesChapter 7: Show Your Skills and ReferencesChapter 8: Make Your Profile
and Activities Keyword FriendlyChapter 9: Display a Current Professional Photo!Chapter 10:
Give Evidence of Your CredibilityChapter 11: Social Proof: Linked (In)Chapter 12: Customize
Your LinkedIn Profile's Headline for SearchabilityChapter 13: Connecting with LinkedIn's
Education ToolChapter 14: Customize Your LinkedIn Profile's URLNetwork, Network, Network!
Chapter 15: Have a Large NetworkChapter 16: Make New ConnectionsChapter 17: Include Your
Alumni in Your ConnectionsChapter 18: Employers that Seek Alums from Your SchoolChapter
19: Using Education data for relocationChapter 20: Participate in Industry GroupsChapter 21:
Utilize Social Message Boards to Your AdvantageChapter 22: Search for Current and Past
Employees of the Employer for Whom You Wish to WorkChapter 23: Be an Active Participant in
LinkedIn GroupsChapter 24: Keep Updated Contact InformationChapter 25: Using LinkedIn
Connections RemindersUsing LinkedIn to Find a JobChapter 26: Stealth Updates for Your
ProfileChapter 27: Company PagesChapter 28: Make Use of the Job Board on LinkedInChapter
29: LinkedIn Update FeedChapter 30: Group Jobs Tab in LinkedInA Final NotePreview of
Resume Writing 2016More from Leopard PublishingProfile HacksChapter 1: Keywords are the
Foundation for LinkedIn VisibilityFortune 500 companies recruit directly from LinkedIn, and the
primary element in reaching their attention is the use of keywords in your profile. To access these
relevant words, look at the profiles of people with the job position you desire. What are the words
that show up time after time? Those are the keywords that you should include in your profile, to
attract the attention of recruiters and human resource personnel.Once you have discovered the
keywords, place them in your job descriptions, your profile title, and in the Summary description
of your profile. Another pivotal placement is in the Groups section of your LinkedIn profile. Do not
include these terms if you do not have experience in these areas. Falsification of your
qualifications can result in termination.What if you don't know what the most useful terms should
be? Google the job title you desire, and search those resumes on LinkedIn. Google will also
suggest similar terms for you to use. An example would be: Internet marketer, when googling it
suggests content marketing, online marketing, informative content marketing, return on
investment (ROI), for just a few terms. Adding these terms to your LinkedIn profile will ensure



appropriate recruiter offers.Chapter 2: Be a Visible Presence on LinkedInIt does you no good to
just put a simple resume on LinkedIn. LinkedIn is built for networking and search engines. You
must have an extensive resume that lists your accomplishments, service work, industry groups,
professional connections, and most important of all, keywords.Flesh out your resume by using
the Summary section, and make sure your keyword is listed at least two times. Take advantage
of the Jobs section to list your keywords in your accomplished and experience job functions.
Have an updated photo in the appropriate attire you wear for you professional position. Many
recruiters bypass resumes just because there is not a photo attached Get more visibility with
links, pdf files, and videos that are attached to your profile. Did you get an award for an
outstanding performance? Attach it to your LinkedIn profile. Do you have copies of your last
exceptional performance review? Make a pdf and attach it to your profile. Do you have letters of
reference or recommendations? Place them in the file, also. Any clickable link or pdf makes you
more noticeable to a potential employer.Chapter 3: Your Profile Summary is Your Job
ApplicationLinkedIn: 30 Highly Effective Strategies for Attracting Recruiters and Employers to
your LinkedIn ProfileLand the Job of Your Dreams!A.J. RobbinsLinkedIn: 30 Highly Effective
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Dreams!A.J. Robbins© Copyright 2015 by Leopard Publishing - All rights reserved.This
document is geared towards providing exact and reliable information in regards to the topic and
issue covered. The publication is sold with the idea that the publisher is not required to render
accounting, officially permitted, or otherwise, qualified services. If advice is necessary, legal or
professional, a practiced individual in the profession should be ordered.From a Declaration of
Principles which was accepted and approved equally by a Committee of the American Bar
Association and a Committee of Publishers and Associations.In no way is it legal to reproduce,
duplicate, or transmit any part of this document in either electronic means or in printed format.
Recording of this publication is strictly prohibited and any storage of this document is not
allowed unless with written permission from the publisher. All rights reserved.The information
provided herein is stated to be truthful and consistent, in that any liability, in terms of inattention
or otherwise, by any usage or abuse of any policies, processes, or directions contained within is
the solitary and utter responsibility of the recipient reader. Under no circumstances will any legal
responsibility or blame be held against the publisher for any reparation, damages, or monetary
loss due to the information herein, either directly or indirectly.Respective authors own all
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ProfileChapter 27: Company PagesChapter 28: Make Use of the Job Board on LinkedInChapter
29: LinkedIn Update FeedChapter 30: Group Jobs Tab in LinkedInA Final NotePreview of
Resume Writing 2016More from Leopard PublishingTable of ContentsProfile HacksChapter 1:
Keywords are the Foundation for LinkedIn VisibilityChapter 2: Be a Visible Presence on
LinkedInChapter 3: Your Profile Summary is Your Job ApplicationChapter 4: Completely Fill In All
Details of Your Employment HistoryChapter 5: Completely Fill Out the Entire ProfileChapter 6:
Show Evidence of Your Skills by Linking SamplesChapter 7: Show Your Skills and
ReferencesChapter 8: Make Your Profile and Activities Keyword FriendlyChapter 9: Display a
Current Professional Photo!Chapter 10: Give Evidence of Your CredibilityChapter 11: Social
Proof: Linked (In)Chapter 12: Customize Your LinkedIn Profile's Headline for
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to Your AdvantageChapter 22: Search for Current and Past Employees of the Employer for
Whom You Wish to WorkChapter 23: Be an Active Participant in LinkedIn GroupsChapter 24:
Keep Updated Contact InformationChapter 25: Using LinkedIn Connections RemindersUsing
LinkedIn to Find a JobChapter 26: Stealth Updates for Your ProfileChapter 27: Company
PagesChapter 28: Make Use of the Job Board on LinkedInChapter 29: LinkedIn Update
FeedChapter 30: Group Jobs Tab in LinkedInA Final NotePreview of Resume Writing 2016More
from Leopard PublishingProfile HacksChapter 1: Keywords are the Foundation for LinkedIn
VisibilityFortune 500 companies recruit directly from LinkedIn, and the primary element in
reaching their attention is the use of keywords in your profile. To access these relevant words,
look at the profiles of people with the job position you desire. What are the words that show up
time after time? Those are the keywords that you should include in your profile, to attract the
attention of recruiters and human resource personnel.Once you have discovered the keywords,
place them in your job descriptions, your profile title, and in the Summary description of your
profile. Another pivotal placement is in the Groups section of your LinkedIn profile. Do not
include these terms if you do not have experience in these areas. Falsification of your
qualifications can result in termination.What if you don't know what the most useful terms should
be? Google the job title you desire, and search those resumes on LinkedIn. Google will also
suggest similar terms for you to use. An example would be: Internet marketer, when googling it
suggests content marketing, online marketing, informative content marketing, return on
investment (ROI), for just a few terms. Adding these terms to your LinkedIn profile will ensure
appropriate recruiter offers.Chapter 2: Be a Visible Presence on LinkedInIt does you no good to
just put a simple resume on LinkedIn. LinkedIn is built for networking and search engines. You
must have an extensive resume that lists your accomplishments, service work, industry groups,
professional connections, and most important of all, keywords.Flesh out your resume by using



the Summary section, and make sure your keyword is listed at least two times. Take advantage
of the Jobs section to list your keywords in your accomplished and experience job functions.
Have an updated photo in the appropriate attire you wear for you professional position. Many
recruiters bypass resumes just because there is not a photo attached Get more visibility with
links, pdf files, and videos that are attached to your profile. Did you get an award for an
outstanding performance? Attach it to your LinkedIn profile. Do you have copies of your last
exceptional performance review? Make a pdf and attach it to your profile. Do you have letters of
reference or recommendations? Place them in the file, also. Any clickable link or pdf makes you
more noticeable to a potential employer.Profile HacksChapter 1: Keywords are the Foundation
for LinkedIn VisibilityFortune 500 companies recruit directly from LinkedIn, and the primary
element in reaching their attention is the use of keywords in your profile. To access these
relevant words, look at the profiles of people with the job position you desire. What are the words
that show up time after time? Those are the keywords that you should include in your profile, to
attract the attention of recruiters and human resource personnel.Once you have discovered the
keywords, place them in your job descriptions, your profile title, and in the Summary description
of your profile. Another pivotal placement is in the Groups section of your LinkedIn profile. Do not
include these terms if you do not have experience in these areas. Falsification of your
qualifications can result in termination.What if you don't know what the most useful terms should
be? Google the job title you desire, and search those resumes on LinkedIn. Google will also
suggest similar terms for you to use. An example would be: Internet marketer, when googling it
suggests content marketing, online marketing, informative content marketing, return on
investment (ROI), for just a few terms. Adding these terms to your LinkedIn profile will ensure
appropriate recruiter offers.Chapter 2: Be a Visible Presence on LinkedInIt does you no good to
just put a simple resume on LinkedIn. LinkedIn is built for networking and search engines. You
must have an extensive resume that lists your accomplishments, service work, industry groups,
professional connections, and most important of all, keywords.Flesh out your resume by using
the Summary section, and make sure your keyword is listed at least two times. Take advantage
of the Jobs section to list your keywords in your accomplished and experience job functions.
Have an updated photo in the appropriate attire you wear for you professional position. Many
recruiters bypass resumes just because there is not a photo attached Get more visibility with
links, pdf files, and videos that are attached to your profile. Did you get an award for an
outstanding performance? Attach it to your LinkedIn profile. Do you have copies of your last
exceptional performance review? Make a pdf and attach it to your profile. Do you have letters of
reference or recommendations? Place them in the file, also. Any clickable link or pdf makes you
more noticeable to a potential employer.Chapter 3: Your Profile Summary is Your Job
ApplicationChapter 3: Your Profile Summary is Your Job Application
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Neil Wilson, “Quality Content is Described. This is very effective book and providing very nice
and perfect understanding of LinkedIn and how to use LinkedIn so it become a worth and useful
for you. I'm truly impressed and glad to read this book because I have cleared my concepts
about the LinkedIn and I found this book such an amazing and based on quality and informative
stuff which is so much useful, helpful and increased my knowledge as well. I would like to prefer
this book to a Businessmen and for freelancers as well because you'll be in a business
community where you might get an interesting offer either you're an Employer or an Employer.”

Hale Griffin, “Avery helpful book for those people who wants to get that potential employers. In
the modern world of today, being connected is a must or rather vital in many ways, I should say.
One way of being connected is through the internet. The bigger your connections the higher your
chances are, than other people. and one of the worlds largest professional network is LinkedIn.
This book contains important information on how to adjust your LinkedIn URL, from social
media, your profile, to creating headline and advertisements to effectively attract attentions of
potential employers.”

Sandra, “LINKEDIN FOR OUR SUCCESS!. Nowadays Linkedin is one of the most usable social
media account that all professionals can count to. This book can help us how to make our
linkedin profile look good and impressive. There alot of tips how to use linkedin especially for
those looking for job, i really like this book. I know people would love to read this book so i will
really recommend this one.”

Luis Martinez, “Highly informative book.. I wish I had read this book long time back when I was
creating my LinkedIn account profile to look for a job. But as they say, better late than never. I got
a lot of great ideas on how I can possibly land on my dream job by following the 30 highly
effective strategies provided in this book to attract recruiters and employers. This book will show
you that there is a wide pool of opportunities for you to get noticed and short listed and get hired
eventually by great employers if you can follow and apply the strategies given. Such a nice read!”

Alyssa, “Very helpful.. The moment I created my LinkedIn profile, I really didn't know what I'm
doing. This book explained the depth of the purpose of the website, as well as the strategies on
how to attract employers. I didn't even realize I needed keywords to make my profile visible to
employers/recruiters. All I knew is I created a profile, and I treated LinkedIn as a "social media"
website for professionals. I recommend this book to people like me; a novice LinkedIn user.”

The book by Ralf Frenzel has a rating of  5 out of 2.9. 13 people have provided feedback.
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